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Introduction

Natural language processing, and artificial intelligence more generally, has seen impressive breakthroughs in recent years. An important factor in this development has been the availability of large
labelled data sets such as, in NLP, the Stanford Natural Language Inference Corpus (Bowman et al.,
2015) or the Stanford Question Answering Dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2016),1 and ImageNet (Deng et
al., 2009) in language & vision research. Assembling these dataset, in turn, has been made possible by
the availability of large numbers of workers who could be recruited for the annotation tasks, through
so-called crowdsourcing platforms.
In the subfield of dialogue modelling or conversational AI, developments have been somewhat slower.2
There are intrinsic reasons for this—as a discourse-level semantic/pragmatic phenomenon, dialogue is
much more domain-specific, and so corpora may generalise less easily; as an interactive phenomenon,
the space of possible dialogues is much larger than that of possible word sequences, so that even within
a domain a given corpus will still fail to capture much of the possible variation—but also practical ones.
One of these is that dialogue requires at least two participants between whom a connection must be
established in some way, and the common crowdsourcing platforms do not offer an easy way to achieve
this.
Several projects have recently built, for their own specific purposes, software that allows for pairing
up of participants (inter alia, (Manuvinakurike and DeVault, 2015; Das et al., 2017)), and there has even
been a recent effort to generalise this capability (in the “parlAI” architecture (Miller et al., 2017)). We
contribute to these efforts by presenting our framework, slurk.3 slurk is designed to be modular,
to make it possible to realise various different multimodal dialogue tasks. It is available at https:
//github.com/dsg-bielefeld/slurk.
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Overview of the System

The core of the system is a chat server implemented in
Python, on top of the web framework “Flask” and an extension for using websocket connections to clients.4 Users
connect via webbrowser, to which the client application
(Javascript) is then delivered. The client shows, as usual
for chat tools, a chat history and an input area, but also additionally, a display area that is controlled independently
from the chat area (showing an image in Figure 1).
Conceptually, individual chats happen in rooms. In a
given room, there can be (an unlimited number of) human
participants, and there can also be bots. If so desired, a bot

Figure 1: The Chat Client

1
To mention only two recent datasets from one site, and ignoring the role that the availability of large amounts of unannotated
text corpora through the world wide web has also played.
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But see (Serban et al., 2018) for a recent overview of available dialogue corpora.
3
As in “SlackTM for mechanical turk”...
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http://flask.pocoo.org; https://flask-socketio.readthedocs.io

can be used to control the interaction, for example by controlling who has the floor, or by controlling
what is shown in the display area. The display area can be controlled on a by-user level, displaying
different things to different users. (As in Figure 2.)
Bots can also move users to other rooms; this, together
with a credential mechanism, is how we realise the interface to crowdsourcing platforms and the pairing up. Technically, bots are realised as independent processes connecting via websockets; our example bots are written in Python
using the websocket / socket.io client libraries.
So far, we have used the system for a data collection
in a setting where the participants play a game together
(self citation; under review). They can talk to each other,
but also each individually control what they see in the display area, through giving navigation commands to the bot.
Figure 2: Different image per user
Their goal is to meet up, i.e., to convince themselves that
they are looking at the same image. Figure 3 shows an example of an interaction in this setting, from the perspective
of one player. See (Ilinykh et al., 2018) for more details.
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Roadmap

While the system is fully functional in the current state and
can be used to collect dialogues involving discussion about
(and interaction with) images, development is still ongoing and major new features are planned for the near future.
Among these are a plug-in architecture for the display area,
which will make it easy to insert any kind of javascriptcontrolled widget, for example to display a manipulable
Figure 3: An example task
virtual environment. We are also working on capabilities
for streaming audio and for inclusion of (web-based) ASR and TTS. Chat area and input area are already
configurable and can be disabled; and in this way, the server will in the next version also serve as the
basis for speech interaction experiments.
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